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Abstract
Purpose: This study is intended to: First, examine the effectiveness of ethics education to instill core ethical values in students; Second, test the differences between students’ ethical perceptions in religious and public universities; Third, examine the effects of individual’s ethical ideology on ethical perceptions.
Method: Questionnaire was used to collect data and SEM PLS was used to test the hypotheses. A total of 215 undergraduate students from public and private university have taken part in this study.
Findings: The study show that business ethics education does not influence ethical perceptions. However, there is a significant difference in students’ ethical perceptions between the public university and religious-based universities. Furthermore, result shows that individuals’ ethical ideology has an impact on ethical perceptions.
Novelty: This study differs from previous research because most of the previous studies focused on the ethical judgments of the accruals and real activity manipulation methods but have limited ethical considerations regarding tunneling. Meanwhile, the business group structure and low legal enforcement have led to many cases of tunneling in Indonesia.
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INTRODUCTION

An increase in the number of accounting scandals (Sullivan, 2006) and a decline in ethical standards among accountants over a period of 15 years (Abdolmohammadi et al., 2009), caused the public to question the ethical behavior of accountants and auditors (Bean & Bernardi, 2005). One possible explanation of the decline in ethical values of accountants and auditors, among
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others, could be the lack of effectiveness of the ethical training currently being provided for future practitioners. Some researchers argue that ethics education is not effective (Conroy & Emerson, 2004; Mayhew & Murphy, 2009); ethical business classes in college are not sufficient to internalize ethical values (Mayhew & Murphy, 2009; Wolfe & Fritzsche, 1987). Another possibility is the increased pressure on accountants to produce reporting that is appropriate for their company’s best interests (Zeff, 2005), which leads to the values of religious ruled out, as predicted by the theory of sacred canopy.

The current study extends prior research by investigating the effects of business ethics education and religious environments on ethical perceptions of creative accounting practices. Creative accounting is designed to prepare financial reports to achieve financial performance targets, resulting in a misrepresentation of corporate performances (Balaciu & Pop, 2008). Accountants take advantage of the flexibility of accounting standards in using discretionary accounting to move reported earnings toward desired goals. It seems that creative accounting does not explicitly violate or only slightly deviate from the rules. But from a user’s perspective, this practice is unethical because everyone who uses earning information generated from creative accounting tends to misinterpret and misdirect in decision making. Creative accounting is an ethical dilemma; then the assessment of students’ ethical perceptions of such practice measures students’ ability to recognize and understand ethical issues, address empathetic conflicts, and evaluate consequences of actions.

There are a myriad of methods of manipulating financial statements such as accrual manipulation, real activity manipulation, and tunneling. Although all creative accounting methods have the same consequences of misinterpretation and degrading the quality of earnings information, the ethical considerations of creative accounting methods differ (Bruns & Merchant, 1990; Elias, 2002; Graham et al., 2005; McGuire et al., 2012). Therefore, we especially examine whether ethics education and religious environment affect ethical perception on creative accounting. In addition, we also test whether the internal factors of individual ethical ideologies influence ethical perceptions on methods of managing earnings. This study differs from the previous in the following ways: first, previous studies have examined the influences of religions on personal behaviors extensively (Lehrer, 2004; Rawwas et al, 2006) but the extent to which religious environments have effects on accounting students’ ethical perceptions of creative accounting has received limited attention. According to Ajzen (1991), perceptions determine actual behaviors; students who perceive that earnings manipulation is ethical will have an intention to manipulate earnings; and second, most of the previous studies focused on the ethical judgments of the accruals and real activity manipulation methods (Bruns & Merchant, 1990; Elias, 2002; Graham et al., 2005; McGuire et al., 2012) but ethical considerations regarding tunneling have limited consideration. Meanwhile, with the business group structure and low legal enforcement cause many cases of tunneling in Indonesia, they are difficult to detect (Sari et al., 2017). Recognition of ethical issues in tunneling activities is important because it may cause harm to the company and non-controlling shareholders may even lead to the transfer of state resources to other countries.

Understanding the impacts of ethics education, religious environment, and individuals’ ethical ideologies on ethical perceptions of creative accounting is important because it makes us understand the mechanism to increase the ethical values of accountants. Examining the factors that influence the perceptions of ethical students will provide useful insights to educators and regulators. Different from previous studies that focused only on ethical judgments of accrual manipulation and real activities, this study also includes ethical considerations for tunneling manipulation, as many of these cases occur in countries where group structure and law enforcement are low.

The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows. In the next section, we provide a literature review and the development of the study’s four hypotheses. In the third section, we describe the research method. In the fourth section, we discuss the results. In the final section, we present a discussion of the conclusions, implications and limitations of this study.
Ethical Judgment on Creative Accounting

Earnings are a central part of financial statements which are measuring financial performance, determining executive compensation, assessing firm's future prospects and firm valuation decisions. The role of earnings in the assessment of firm performance and compensation contracts encourages managers to manipulate earnings (Trueman & Titman, 1988). Manipulation of Financial Statement can fall within boundaries of International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) or outside of boundaries of IFRS (non-IFRS). The cases of outside of boundaries of IFRS manipulation are often characterized as Fraud. Meanwhile, creative accounting is manipulation of financial statements by exploiting the discretion allowed under International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). Flexibility in the accounting standards provides the opportunity for manipulation and misrepresentation. Creative accounting, in this paper we will use the term creative accounting to refer to earnings management, explains the use of techniques appropriate to accounting standards to present in a favorable position something that does not exist (Marculescu & Dondera, 2012).

There are a myriad of manipulations of financial statement choices. First, accrual management is earnings manipulation through the discretionary accrual manipulation. Discretionary accruals are accruals used to reduce or enlarge earnings reported by choosing accounting policies subjectively by management (Scott, 2009). Second, real activity manipulation is driven by management's desire to provide the stockholders false understanding regarding the accomplishment of certain financial reporting purposes by creating a deviation from company’s normal operating activities (Roychowdhury, 2006). In other words, as an alternative to using accrual management, real earnings management involves management that attempts to alter reported earnings by adjusting the timing and scale of underlying business activities. Third, tunneling is defined as an action of transferring resources out of a company for the benefit of its controlling shareholders (Johnson et al., 2000). It is often hard to identify tunneling activities since they are made and hidden within the seemingly legitimate transactions. The companies may use related party transactions such as receivables, asset transactions, trading transactions, cash payments and equity transactions to related parties in tunneling activities (Cheung et al., 2009; Cheung et al., 2006; Wong & Jian, 2005). For example, a huge amount of receivable with long credit period and soft credit term is given to a related party and is treated as a put option, in which the related party may choose to not paying the receivable in a bad situation (Atanasov et al., 2014).

Each type of creative accounting has the costs and consequences. Accrual management has no direct effect on cash flow; therefore, less likely to destroy firm values (Badertscher, 2011). Because accrual management is done within IFRS boundaries, so the possibility to be detected by investors, regulators and auditors is low. Real activity manipulation and tunneling are more costly than accrual manipulation. Real activity manipulation and tunneling are impacts on cash flow, have negative impact on optimal business activity and destroy long the firm value (Badertscher, 2011; Bertrand et al., 2002; Cheung et al., 2006; Sari et al., 2017). The risk of detection of real activity manipulation is lower than the real activity of accrual manipulation (Badertscher, 2011). For example, if management engages in a real activity manipulation by cutting discretionary expenditures such as research and development costs (R & D); such activities will not be scrutinized by the auditor or regulator.

Related party transactions are often exploited for tunneling purposes. Detection risk of tunneling manipulation is low because related party transactions are difficult to audit for some reasons. First, related party transaction warranting examination would be difficult to detect. Second, auditor should rely on management to provide detailed information regarding related party transactions and the related parties. Third, internal controls have difficulty in tracking related party transactions because of the large number of parties and types of transactions, also some transactions are probably not given accounting recognition, such as free service receipts from related parties (Gordon et al, 2007).
Creative accounting is an ethical dilemma phenomenon. From an accountant’s perspective, creative accounting is justified by accounting standards. Accountants take advantage of the flexibility of the accounting standards in making discretionary accounting options or timing operating decisions to move reported earnings toward desired goals. It seems that creative accounting is not explicitly prohibited or is only a slight deviation from the rules. But from a user perspective, this practice is unethical because the quality of accounting information for decision making by users is questionable. Anyone using earnings information is prone to misinterpretation, manipulation, or deliberate fraud.

Although all creative accounting methods have the same consequences of misinterpretation for the user and degrade the quality of information, the ethical judgment on creative accounting methods is different. Ethical judgment among managers, auditors, and other professionals in finance of the creative accounting practices are very diverse. Bruns & Merchant (1990) conducted a survey that provides evidence that few managers (only 13%) consider creative accounting as unethical, and most managers (87%) consider it as either ethical or questionable.

A survey by Belski et al. (2008) provides evidence that students view changes in accounting methods as being mostly ethical while timing economic events and changes in accruals are viewed as being the least ethical. Bruns & Merchant (1990) found that managers consider real activity earnings management as being more ethical than accrual-based methods. Based on the results of a survey involved accounting practitioners, lecturers, and students, Elias (2002) found that accrual manipulation is rated as unethical by all three groups, with practitioners being the most likely to view real activity manipulation as unethical.

Graham et al. (2005) found that managers prefer real activity manipulation to accrual management since it is viewed as being difficult to detect by auditors and regulators so it is a less risky option. More recently, McGuire et al. (2012) found that managers in religious areas prefer real earnings management to accrual manipulation.

Together, evidence from these studies suggests that real activity manipulation is viewed as more ethical rather than accrual manipulation. Although its impact the cash flow, real activity manipulation and tunneling are difficult to detect by auditors and regulators because the activity is created and hidden in seemingly legitimate transactions. Therefore, we propose the following hypothesis:

\[ H_1: \text{Ethical perception of undergraduate students in creative accounting practices views accrual manipulation as the most unethical method, followed by accrual tunneling, and real activity manipulation.} \]

**Ethics Education and Ethical Perception on Creative Accounting**

In general, creative accounting is unethical because creations are designed to prepare the financial statements in order to meet the expectations of managers regarding financial positions and performances, resulting in mis-representation of the performance of the company (Balacliu & Pop, 2008) and causing negative consequences (Badertscher, 2011; Bertrand et al., 2002; Cheung et al., 2006). But ethical judgment on creative accounting varies, most accountant and managers said it is ethical (Bruns & Merchant, 1990). This raises the question whether or to what extent business ethics education has been effective in internalized ethical values, thereby reducing the intention of doing creative accounting in the future.

There are differing opinions about the trainability of ethical decision making. Some argue that character development has been formed at the college age, so that ethics cannot be taught (Cragg, 1997). One ethical business class or series of classes in college will not go beyond what was built at the beginning of one’s life. It is reasonable to argue that it is difficult to transmit the values of ethics in a business course because of the cruel nature of our focus on outcome and competitive economy. In some cases, business students can be more unethical after completing their college than before (Wolfe & Fritzsch, 1987). Wu (2003) provides evidence that students’ ethical values, the ability to recognize ethical issues and ethical decision-making skills, increase...
after following business ethics of courses, although ethical behavior is still not optimal. Conroy & Emerson (2004) provide evidence that business ethics education does not affect ethical perception. Similarly, Mayhew & Murphy (2009) suggest that ethics education does not result in internalized ethical value.

However, many professional organizations and researchers believed that some components of ethical decision making can be taught. They argue that a properly designed and implemented ethics curricula will result in an effective learning (Sims, 2002). Some empirical evidence shows that teaching ethics in the classroom would impact on improvement in ethical sensitivity, moral reasoning, and even ethical behaviors (Loe & Weeks, 2000; Lowry, 2003; Sims, 2002; Weber & Glyptis, 2000). Gautschi & Jones (1998) found students’ improvement in the ability to recognize ethical issues after business ethics classes.

There are conflicting evidences about the effectiveness of ethics education in internalizing ethical values. Therefore we propose the following hypothesis in the form of null hypothesis:

**H₂**: There is no difference in the perception of creative accounting ethics before and after ethics education.

**Religiosity and Ethical Perception of Creative Accounting**

According to the theory of social norms, social norms influence behavior for the individuals’ preferences to be in line with their groups (Kohlberg, 1984) and to avoid punishment for violations of accepted standards, values, and beliefs (Sunstein, 1996). Human behavior is strongly affected by the social norms (Cialdini & Goldstein, 2004; Sunstein, 1996).

Religiosity, as a social norm, is a main social mechanism for controlling behavior and belief (Kennedy & Lawton, 1998). Religion provides specific ethical guidelines. It is a salient component of a person's identity; therefore, deviation from religious values will result in greater cognitive and emotional discomfort. If all else were equal, the more salient a person's religious identity, the more his/her behavior would increase in accordance with the expectations of his/her religion.

Weaver & Agle (2002) stated that religion influences business ethics. Longenecker et al. (1989) found that business managers and professionals in the U.S. believe that religious values are less likely to lead to the approval of unethical behaviors. Conroy & Emerson (2004) examined the influence of religiosity on the use of "accounting tricks to conceal". With an experimental design, they found that religion had a negative effect on accounting manipulation. McGuire et al. (2012) found that firms in religious areas are less likely to engage in financial reporting irregularities. They argue that religiosity reduces acceptance of unethical business practices. Du (2014) found that religion mitigates tunneling. These findings are consistent with the view that religion has an important influence on corporate behavior and can be a set of social norms and/or alternative mechanisms for reducing unethical tunneling behavior.

A major component of the Berger principle is that the religious worldviews are a construction in which societies legitimize social rules and defend their values. Religious legitimacy is built and maintained by human activities so that if its existence is forgotten, there will be alienation from religion (Kline, 1981).

Alienation is associated with the problems caused by rapid social changes, such as industrialization and urbanization (see Industrial Revolution), which have broken down traditional relationships among individuals and groups. The Sacred canopy theory argues that the increasing materialism of modern society has led religions to lost their influences in many aspects of our life (Berger, 1967; Gorski, 2000). People have become very pragmatic and putting aside religious values. For example, politicians who are legitimized religiously may at the same time do their activities in contrary to religious values such as corruption and so on (Berger, 1967).

Several studies support the theory of sacred canopy. For example, among others, Rawwas et al. (2006) examined ethical belief differences in academic dishonesty among students at religious and secular universities in Japan. They found that religion is not an impediment to academic dishonesty. Because of the high pressure of the capital market to meet the profit targets, McGuire
et al. (2012) found that religiosity and real activity manipulation are positively associated. Managers in religious areas remain to manipulate earnings. Since real activity manipulation is viewed as more ethical and less risky, they prefer to use real activity manipulation rather than accrual manipulation (Graham et al., 2005).

Social norms theory predicts that students are influenced by religious norms of the people around them because these norms are essential elements of the environment where they live and learn (Kohlberg, 1984). Students are influenced by religion especially in environments with strong religious social norms such as in religious-based universities (Kennedy & Lawton, 1998). But the increasing materialism in modern society and high pressure to meet targets result in people becoming very pragmatic and putting aside religious values. The influence of religiosity began to weaken in some aspects of life as predicted by the sacred canopy theory. Therefore, we propose the following hypothesis:

H₃: There is difference in perceptions of creative accounting ethics between students at public universities and religious universities.

Ethical Orientation on Ethical Perception of Creative Accounting

An individual’s ethical orientation (relativism vs. idealism) has an impact on business decision making such as earnings management decisions (Greenfield et al., 2008). Individual ethical orientation is a continuum, relativism on the side and idealism on the other side (Forsyth, 1980). Relativism is an individual concern to the universal set of rules or standards, while idealism is more focused on human well-being. Idealistic individuals tend not to manipulate earnings because it will harm the welfare of others, so they tend to avoid it (Forsyth, 1992). They will consider earnings management actions as unethical, whereas relativistic individuals will consider the situation rather than the potential negative impact of the decision (Elias, 2002). Relativistic individuals tend to have more ethical acceptance on earnings management actions than idealistic individuals do.

Barnett at al. (1996) and Davis at al. (2001) provide evidence that ethical orientation is relevant to the business context. Shaub (1993) found that relativistic auditors tend not to be sensitive to ethical issues in auditing scenarios compared to idealistic auditors. Douglas & Wier (2000) present empirical evidence that the individual’s ethical orientation explains the creation of budgetary slack.

Greenfield et al. (2008) found a significant relationship between individuals’ ethical orientation and earnings management behavior. In particular, relativistic individuals are more likely to engage earnings management. Conversely, idealistic individuals are less likely to engage earnings management practices. Based on this discussion, we propose the following hypothesis:

H₄a: There are negative relationships between relativism and ethical perception on creative accounting. In particular, relativistic individuals are more likely to perceive that creative accounting is ethical.

H₄b: There are positive relationships between idealism and ethical perception on creative accounting. In particular, idealistic individuals are more likely to perceive that creative accounting is unethical.

METHODS

Participants and Procedure

Business students from two religious-based universities and one public university in Indonesia participated in this study. The use of undergraduate students as participants in this study because one of the objectives of the study was to test the effectiveness of business ethics education as measured by differences in ethical perceptions before and after ethics learning. Participants
were currently enrolled in ethical business courses. A pretest and a posttest field experimental design were used to examine the effectiveness of the business ethics education. The pretest of students' ethical perception was given before the course began and the post test was given after the final examination. Field study has advantages because it can give no artificial research settings and show real evaluation. The course evaluation is sequential, because it can affect the subject offering, course staffing (Fox, 2006) and global assessment to learning method improvement.

**Variable Definition and Measurement**

Ethical Perception of Creative Accounting

Ethical perception is personal views on the morality of respective action on a number of measurement items of Creative Accounting. We used modified Bruns & Merchant (1990) questionnaire to measure ethical perception of creative accounting. The questionnaire contained accrual and real activity manipulation cases and we added a tunneling case. The respondents were required to rate each question on a five-point Likert scale ranging from 1 to 5 as follows: 1: ethical practice; 2: questionable practice; 3: minor practice; 4: serious infraction; 5: totally unethical.

Ethical Orientation

Individual ethical orientation is relative individual attention to a set of universal rules or on human welfare. Ethical Position Questionnaire (EPQ) developed by Forsyth (1980) was used to measure students' ethical orientation.

Ethics Education is measured by a dummy variable equal to 1 after students finish the ethical business course and 0 for before. The type of university is measured by a dummy variable, 0 for public university and 1 for religious-based university. Gender is measured by variable dummy: 0 for female and 1 for male. Equation 1 is the model we use to examine the effect of ethics education, religiosity, and ethical orientation on the perception of creative accounting ethics.

$$\text{Ethical Perception on Creative Accounting} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \text{Ethics Education} + \beta_2 \text{Type of University} + \beta_3 \text{Ethics Orientation} + \beta_4 \text{Gender} + e$$

Equation 1

The dependent variable, ethical perception, represents three measures of creative accounting for accrual-based, real earnings management, and tunneling. In addition to our interest variables, we also added gender variables that, according to previous research, are related to ethical perceptions (Ritter, 2006). The model employed in our study is depicted in Figure 1.

The hypotheses formulated are tested using component-based Structural Equation Modeling (SEM), i.e. Partial Least Squares (PLS). SEM is selected because it can analyze multiple dependent and independent variables simultaneously. The reason to employ PLS because the model contains second order latent variables (ethics orientation and ethical perception variable) and has reflective and formative measures, ethic orientation and ethical perception, respectively. The software used to analyze the data is WarpPLS5.0.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Sample Characteristics

A total of 215 students have taken part in this study. There were 25 male and 64 female respondents in the public university. In the religious-based university, there were 46 male and 80 female students. Table 1 shows the Sample characteristics.

The average age of the public university students is 20.6 and that of the religious-based universities is 20.5. Meanwhile, the average GPA at public universities is 3.57 and 3.47 at the religious-based universities.

As previously mentioned, SEM-PLS is able to test the measurement and structural model simultaneously. While the measurement model tests the reliability as well as the validity of the measures (indicators) for each construct, the structural model examines the relationship of the variables in the model. Chenhall & Moers (2007) content that PLS is powerful to test the validity of variables within the total model. Following Hulland (1999), we interpret measurement and structural models separately.

### Table 1. Sample characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Public University</th>
<th>Religious-based university</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPA</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 1. Sample characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percent in Each Category</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Samples Observed</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Result of measurement model, factor loadings, reliability and validity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constructs</th>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Factor loadings</th>
<th>α</th>
<th>CR</th>
<th>AVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Idealism</td>
<td>i1</td>
<td>0.723</td>
<td>0.973</td>
<td>0.826</td>
<td>0.613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>i3</td>
<td>0.828</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>i4</td>
<td>0.795</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relativism</td>
<td>r1</td>
<td>0.723</td>
<td>0.828</td>
<td>0.830</td>
<td>0.550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>r3</td>
<td>0.707</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>r4</td>
<td>0.760</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>r5</td>
<td>0.775</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real</td>
<td>real3</td>
<td>0.810</td>
<td>0.836</td>
<td>0.792</td>
<td>0.656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>real4</td>
<td>0.810</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunneling</td>
<td>t1</td>
<td>0.808</td>
<td>0.796</td>
<td>0.865</td>
<td>0.616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>t2</td>
<td>0.831</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>t3</td>
<td>0.764</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>t4</td>
<td>0.732</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accrual</td>
<td>a1</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: i = idealism, r = Relativism, real = real α = Cronbach’s alpha, CR = Composite Reliability, AVE = Average Variance Extracted
Table 3. Discriminant validity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Idealist</th>
<th>Relativist</th>
<th>Real</th>
<th>Accrual</th>
<th>Tunnel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Idealism</td>
<td>0.783</td>
<td>0.133</td>
<td>0.141</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relativism</td>
<td>0.133</td>
<td>0.742</td>
<td>-0.058</td>
<td>-0.210</td>
<td>-0.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relativistic</td>
<td>0.141</td>
<td>-0.058</td>
<td>0.810</td>
<td>0.271</td>
<td>0.180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accrual</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>-0.210</td>
<td>0.271</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunneling</td>
<td>0.203</td>
<td>-0.049</td>
<td>0.180</td>
<td>0.354</td>
<td>0.785</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Square roots of average variances extracted (AVEs) shown on diagonal.

Table 4. Full collinearity VIFs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Idealist</th>
<th>relative</th>
<th>real</th>
<th>accrual</th>
<th>tunnel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.081</td>
<td>1.070</td>
<td>1.104</td>
<td>1.255</td>
<td>1.194</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Measurement Model Analysis

In the measurement model we test the reliability and the validity of each construct. In this study we examine both the convergent validity and the construct validity. The convergent validity is examined by observing the loading factors. Following Chin (1998) we use the benchmark of 0.60. For the construct validity, we employ average variance extracted (AVE) as the measure and use 0.50 as the cut off point (see Hulland, 1999).

The results of the measurement analysis of this study indicate that all measures are significant and above the loading level of 0.7 (see Table 2). This suggests that the measures share more variance with their respective constructs than with the error variance.

Discriminant validity assesses whether the construct shares more variance with its measures than with other constructs. The evaluation was conducted by comparing the square root of the AVE to the correlation between the constructs. If the square root of AVE of the constructs is greater than the correlation between the construct and other constructs, then it is considered valid. The analysis results in Table 3 includes the correlation between the off-diagonal constructs and the square root of AVE in the diagonal. Diagonal elements are all larger than the off-diagonal elements of each which indicates adequate discriminant validity. Overall, the analysis shows that the model is a reliable and valid measurement.

Table 4 shows that the reliability of construct has a composite reliability coefficient above 0.70, indicating adequate construct validity. Additional criterion for convergent validity has also been fulfilled with an AVE of above 0.50. The prerequisite non-multi-collinearity also complied with a VIF under 3.33. Overall, it can be concluded that the measurement model is reliable and valid.

Table 5. Goodness-of-fit indices for structural equation model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goodness-of-fit index</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Acceptable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average path coefficient (APC)</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>P&lt; 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average R-squared (ARS)</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>P&lt; 0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average adjusted R-squared (AARS)</td>
<td>0.094</td>
<td>P&lt; 0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average block VIF (AVIF)</td>
<td>1.002</td>
<td>&lt;= 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average full co-linearity VIF (AFVIF)</td>
<td>1.018</td>
<td>&lt;= 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenenhaus GoF (GoF)</td>
<td>0.205</td>
<td>&gt;= 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sympon's paradox ratio (SPR)</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>&gt;= 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared contribution ratio (RSCR)</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>&gt;= 0.7, ideally = 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistical suppression ratio (SSR)</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>&gt;= 0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This study evaluated ten goodness-of-fit indices for structural equation models. Table 5 represents those indices as well as acceptable criteria for each index. For a model to be considered a good fit, the average path coefficient (APC) should be significant (<0.05), as is the case in this study (0.011). Average R-squared (ARS) and average adjusted R-squared (AARS) are significant indicators of a fitting model. Other goodness of fit include average block VIF (AVIF), Tenenhaus GoF (GoF), Sympon’s paradox ratio (SPR), R-squared contribution ratio (RSCR), and statistical suppression ratio (SSR). Each of these tests is considered a good fit.

Table 6 provides the variables’ descriptive statistics. The mean response of accrual manipulation of public university students (2.88) is higher than the mean response of religious-based university students (2.67). This implies that students in the public university view accrual manipulation as unacceptable, in contrast with students in the religious-based universities. The same response also occurs concerning real and tunneling practices.

Hypothesis 1 predicts ethical perception of students in creative accounting practices view accrual as the most unethical method, followed by accrual tunneling, and real activity manipulation. The results of weight indicators (see Table 7) suggest that this hypothesis is supported by the differences in the coefficients among the real, accrual, and tunneling manipulation; each significant coefficient shows (p<0.01). The greatest effect is for accrual manipulation (0.510) followed by tunneling (0.468) and real activity manipulation (0.412).

We assess the second four hypotheses based on their respective coefficient path value in the structural equation model and present those results in Figure 2.

Hypothesis 2 predicts that there is no difference in the perception of creative accounting ethics before and after ethics education. The observed coefficient path of ethics education is not significant (see Table 8). This result is consistent with Conroy & Emerson (2004) and Mayhew & Murphy (2009) who found that ethics education is not sufficiently effective in instilling ethical values.

Hypothesis 3 predicts that there is a difference in perceptions of creative accounting ethics between students at public universities and religious universities. The significant path coefficient (-0.17) of the type of university for ethical perception supports the hypothesis (see Table 8). The negative signs of coefficients indicate that students at the religious-based universities consider creative accounting practices as acceptable practices compared to public university students. This result supports the theory of sacred canopy that the values of religion have faded due to the increasing trend of materialism life style in our modern society.

Hypothesis 4a predicts that relativistic individuals are more likely to perceive that creative
accounting is ethical, suggesting the negative relationship between relativism and ethical perception on earnings management. The path coefficient is significant but in the opposite sign (0.664 x 0.16). This result is not consistent with Greenfield et al. (2008) who found that relativistic individuals will more likely to engage in earnings management behaviors. An explanation of the difference in results will be discussed in the discussion section.

Hypothesis 4b predicts that idealistic individuals are more likely to perceive that creative accounting is unethical, suggesting the positive relationship between idealism and ethical perception on earnings management. The positive and significant path coefficient (0.664 x 0.16) supports hypothesis 4a. These results are consistent with Greenfield et al. (2008) who found that individuals with an idealistic ethical orientation would tend to engage in earnings management behavior. The path coefficient for gender is not significant, indicating that there is no difference in the ethical perception between male and female students.

Table 8. PLS results (Path coefficient, t-statistics, and R)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Path To Ethical Perception on Creative Accounting</th>
<th>Path To Ethics Orientation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ethics Education</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type Of University</td>
<td>0.17***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethics Orientation</td>
<td>0.16***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethical Perception on Accrual Manipulation</td>
<td>0.15***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethical Perception on Real Manipulation</td>
<td>0.412***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethical Perception on Tunneling</td>
<td>0.468***</td>
<td>0.664***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idealism</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relativism</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.664***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*** p<0.01; ** p<0.05; * p<0.10
CONCLUSION

The flexibility of accounting standards is one of the drivers of creative accounting (Largay & James, 2002). Although all the creative accounting methods have the same consequences of misinterpretation for the user and degrade the quality of information, the ethical judgment on creative accounting methods is different. Students view accrual manipulation as the most unethical method followed by accrual tunneling and real activity manipulation.

The results show that there is no ethical difference in perception on creative accounting before and after business ethics courses. These results are consistent with the studies by Conroy and Conroy & Emerson (2004) and Mayhew & Murphy (2009) which suggest that ethics education does not result in internalized ethical values. Students in religious-based universities perceive that creative accounting is more ethically acceptable than the students in the public university do. This phenomenon supports the sacred canopy theory which contends that religious values have faded due to the high materialism. Other results of this study indicate that relativistic and idealistic individuals view creative accounting as ethically unacceptable.

Overall, the results may be beneficial to academicians, practitioners, and accounting researchers. Innovation is needed in the teaching of business ethics in order to instill ethical values in prospective practitioners. Most business ethics textbooks contain case studies of ethical scandals, remaining within the boundaries of cognitive reasoning. Park (1998) proposes learning using experiential and practical levels of learning necessary for ethical reasoning.

These results must be interpreted in the context of certain limitations. One such limitation is related to the inability to control the differences in the teaching methods or in the quality of the lecturers, although the field study provides a real assessment of the effectiveness of learning business ethics that occurs at the university. Further research can consider the quality of ethical learning as a control variable.
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